Don’t Be a Prisoner of Pain!

Declare Your Independence from Pain and Restricted Mobility
You probably already know that pain and limited mobility are major problems that affect up to
100 Million American adults. In addition, you may know that pain and lack of mobility can also
have negative, even deadly, health consequences. If you are the 1 of the 100 Million adults
suffering from constant pain and restricted mobility, you just want to know the solution.
The Rapid Release Home Unit is Your Go-To Tool to Relieve Your Pain and Get You Moving!
Whether you’re a serious athlete, a weekend warrior or just want to pick up your grandchildren
without pain, the cutting-edge Rapid Release Technology is the solution you’ve been waiting for.
Physicians, chiropractors, pro sports trainers acupuncturists, massage and physical
therapists use Rapid Release Technology every day to treat pain associated with:
• Rotator Cuff Syndrome
• Neck and Back Pain
• Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
• Shoulder and Elbow Pain
• Undiagnosed Pain
• Knee and hand pain
• Spasms, Tight muscles, stiff joints
and un-diagnosed pain, and much more!
Rapid Release Technology uses vibration frequencies that resonate with scar tissue adhesions,
removing restrictions that typically result in immediate reduction in pain and increase in ease of
movement. Two treatment heads provide unique effects tailored to treat specific body parts and
conditions.
Whether you’re a serious athlete, a weekend warrior or just want to pick up your grandchildren
without pain, the cutting-edge Rapid Release Technology is the solution you’ve been waiting for.
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Take Charge of Your Health and Get Moving with Rapid Release!
Scar tissue and adhesions "spot weld" tissues together as a part of the body’s natural healing
process. This causes tightness, tension and pain.
Rapid Release is Targeted, High-Speed Vibration Therapy that breaks up scar tissue and
adhesions caused by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injury
Surgery
Repetitive stress
Sedentary lifestyle
Overuse
Stiff muscles and joints … and more.

Rapid Release Technology uses targeted vibration frequencies that resonate with scar tissue adhesions,
removing restrictions that typically result in immediate reduction in pain. It releases tight muscles and
stiff joints to quickly restore ease of movement. Two treatment heads provide unique effects tailored to
treat specific body parts and conditions, including back pain.
These simple sessions only minutes and can fit into any busy schedule. Rapid Release is comfortable and
easy to use, and offers cutting-edge pain relief technology that actually works!
Rapid Release is a FDA registered Class I Medical Grade device.

Disruptive Pain Therapy
Rapid Release is a breakthrough in pain relief therapy. Rapid Release is unique in utilizing high
frequency vibration known to resonate with scar tissue releasing painful adhesions and
increasing your range of motion. Rapid Release is also unique in triggering highly beneficial
neurological effects to quickly relieve spasms and eliminating pain neurotags. High frequency
vibration is also extremely effective at increasing blood flow and easing up tight muscles and
connective tissue promoting ease of movement in your everyday tasks or bettering your time on
race day. Rapid Release is comfortable for both patients and the practitioner and the results that
you will achieve with Rapid Release put it in a class all by itself. We guarantee it.

Scar Tissue Adhesions
Scar Tissue forms in the body as a temporary patching mechanism for wounds caused by
surgery, trauma or repetitive stress. This scar tissue is made from collagen just like our skin but
without blood supply it dies, dries out, constricts and becomes brittle. Scar tissue fastened to
tissues not normally connected, is called an adhesion. Adhesions can spread, entrapping nerves,
causing pain and numbness or limiting range of motion. Un-diagnosed pain and restricted
mobility are likely to be caused by these adhesions.
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The Science of Resonance
RRT relies upon the science of resonance. Like the piano note vibrating the corresponding guitar
string across the room, the target absorbs vibrational energy and oscillates. Same principle as the
opera singer who can vibrate a crystal glass across the room until it breaks. RRT operates at a
frequency much faster than the fastest competition. Notice the symmetry of high speed
compression waves through healthy tissue. Now notice the lack of waves when RRT is put over
chronic fibrous tissue. The energy is absorbed by the denser tissue and it begins to vibrate.

Tonic Vibration Reflex
Rapid Release elicits the Tonic Vibration Reflex (TVR), quickly relaxing muscles. Vibrating
muscles between 100 and 200Hz triggers the Tonic Vibration Reflex. This neurological effect
quickly relaxes muscle cramps, spasms and muscle guarding, all the pain that comes with it. By
operating in the middle of that band, Rapid Release is unique and efficient in creating this effect.
Use Rapid Release Technology’s patented vibration technique to elicit the TVR and
increase mobility!
Cochrane DJ. The potential neural mechanisms of acute indirect vibration. Journal of Sports
Science and Medicine 10, 19-30. 2011.
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Float Your Fascia
Vibration has been shown to increase the hyaluronic acid pressure where the fascia resides and
heated tip lowers the viscosity of this fluid allowing the fibers to separate and easily
glide. Fascia may be the missing piece for your lingering injury.
Rapid Release Technology frees your patients AND yourself of pain and feel the joy of movement!

Mathematical Analysis of the Flow of Hyaluronic Acid Around Fascia During Manual Therapy
Motions Max Roman, PhD; Hans Chaudhry, 2013

Reduce Your Hypoxia
Muscle fibers require ATP to contract and oxygen to release. Without ample oxygen, a certain
percentage of your muscle cells never fully unlock after you use them. Tight muscles restrict
blood flow making them ever more hypoxic. H1F-A is the master transcriptional regulator of
cellular and developmental response to hypoxia. The over-expression of HIF1A by either
hypoxia has been heavily implicated in cancer biology, as well as a number of other
pathophysiologies.
Use Rapid Release Technology to loosen muscles and increase blood flow.
Please see this recent study that shows Rapid Release to be the most effective modality to
increase circulation in tendons here.
Dr Kim Jameson “From Pain to Power” ISBN 9780989032292. http://www.jospt.org/doi/abs/10.2519/jospt.2015.5681?journalCode=jospt

Reprogramming Your Pain Tags
Muscle fibers require ATP to contract and oxygen to release. Without ample oxygen, a certain
percentage of your muscle cells never fully unlock after you use them. Tight muscles restrict
blood flow making them ever more hypoxic. H1F-A is the master transcriptional regulator of
cellular and developmental response to hypoxia. The over-expression of HIF1A by either
hypoxia has been heavily implicated in cancer biology, as well as a number of other
pathophysiologies.
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